Optimize your network infrastructure and performance

Dell Consulting and Deployment for Networking

Experts, insights, and ease

Building out and maintaining your IT ecosystem doesn’t have to be a do-it-yourself project. Dell’s global experts can help you discover network issues, configure devices, and optimize your infrastructure to maximize efficiency and performance. Our consultants are highly trained technology specialists that understand the complexities of multi-vendor environments and have the knowledge and skills to transform your network to meet the demands of your business.

The Dell Network Consulting and Deployment Services team can help you plan, build, and integrate your network infrastructure—providing insights, making recommendations and guiding you through the transition. We make it easy to transform your network infrastructure and improve business results.

Whether you have one office or offices spread across the globe, Dell can address your needs with access to our highly trained experts—24/7 every day of every year. Let us install and integrate your network infrastructure, so you can focus on running your business.

Dell experts can help you plan, build and integrate your network infrastructure

Network Consulting and Deployment benefits:
- Consult with experts to effectively update your environment
- Gain peace of mind with professional deployment done right
- Gain technology insights to meet today's needs and prepare for tomorrow
Network Consulting
Dell Network Consulting is designed to help you define where you are, where you’re going, and how to get there. When you need expert guidance, you can count on Dell to solve today’s issues while preparing for future growth. Consulting options include onsite or remote service with certified network experts to discuss system design and help resolve complex issues in key areas.

Workshops
Networking Workshops are available to focus on the planning and long-term view of your environment. These half-day collaborative whiteboard sessions are designed to discuss potential solutions or technology areas that can yield measurable results toward enterprise efficiency—without the sales pitch.

Assessments
A network assessment provides a holistic view of your current IT capabilities and a reference point for how your infrastructure is performing. Using specialized software and diagnostic tools, our experts can pinpoint issues and expose issues in your wired or wireless network—producing a report that includes recommendations on how to improve performance, optimize devices and remediate problems. Our assessment services include:

- **Topology**: Is your network complex and coiled? We can perform a detailed network evaluation to expose design issues and give you advice on how to architect the future.

- **Performance**: Network running slow? We’ll conduct an in-depth analysis to uncover network latency and performance issues of specific servers and applications.

- **Wireless Site**: Whether it is a wireless site survey or an assessment of an already deployed wireless network, we can analyze RF interference, identify optimal placement of devices, and recommend the best design or improvements.

- **Security**: The network is under constant attack. Let our experts examine and uncover any potential holes in the network and provide a comprehensive security design assessment.

Network Deployment
New networking products can be challenging to integrate into any IT environment. Knowing that you want to maximize the performance of your new systems while minimizing business interruptions and costs, our comprehensive suite of deployment services will get help you get up and running fast. Our networking experts can install, configure and integrate your wired and wireless infrastructure to ensure your network is optimized and set up correctly.

Onsite and remote deployment services for networking include switching and routing, security appliances, wireless networks and bring your own device (BYOD) implementations. Dell open systems architecture allows you to interconnect existing network infrastructure from Cisco, HP, Juniper, and others. Our experts will seamlessly weave it all together—so you don’t have to.

For more information, please contact your Dell representative or visit dell.com/services.